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ABSTRACT

Usability measurement is tedious work, particularly for current smart mobile devices. With an increasing
capacity for greater user interactivity through a range of tasks and in a variety of contexts during time, the
importance and impact of mobile device context-of-use components is of particular interest to researchers.
PACMAD was introduced as comprehensive usability model for mobile applications to evaluate usability
based on usability factor; user, context of use, and task. PACMAD model identified the usability attributes
without considering related low level metrics which represents each attribute. Thus, there is a need to be
extended to include relative low level metrics in addition to usability attributes. This motivates us to
performed comprehensive literature revise to collect studies that evaluate mobile applications in order to
find validated usability evaluation metrics based on PACMAD model attributes by applying Goal Question
Metrics (GQM).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The usability of mobile applications, through which
the human interacts with the mobile device, has
become a challenging and critical research area.
Principally as a consequence of the adoption of the
ISO9126, many recent studies have focus upon the
inspection of the User Interface (UI) quality
attributes (e.g., [1];[2];[3]). This is a continuous
demand. For example, phones and tablets that use
Apple's iOS (iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad),
Google's Android architecture, Blackberry's
operating system, HP's web OS, and Windows®
Phone 7 mobile operating system all offer diverse
UI design approaches. Research is needed so that
evolving challenges can be solved, and newly
developed UIs evaluated.
This study investigated two mobile usability
aspects; usability evaluation; and usability metrics.
Usability is a quality of a product or system. It refers
to the extent to which it allows people’s easy and
quick accomplishment of their tasks and goals. It
applies to every part, aspect, and feature of the
product with which the users interact with (e.g.,
software, hardware, icons, and menus). It was

assessed via set of objective, specific and pre-
established usability markers often called usability
metrics. The UE’s primary goal is to identify the
core issues in the user interface that may lead to
human error, terminate the user interaction with the
system and cause user frustration [4]. In brief, it
seeks to assesses usability and explicitly recognize
usability problems [5].

2. STUDY BACKGROUND

In the human-computer interaction community,
many definitions of usability and frameworks for its
specification and measurement exist. For example,
[6] offered that usability was a concept that should
be determined from the users’ standpoint and
experience. On the other hand, Nielsen [5]
mentioned that usability was a quality attribute that
assessed how easy to use UIs are. Moreover, this
term was to be applied to both the UIs’ development
process and the consumers’ utilization process. In
addition, Nielsen [6] defined utility as the system
abilities to meet user needs. He did not consider
utility to be part of usability. Instead, he reported
that utility is a separate usability attribute for a
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product or a system. In case of product or system
failed to assure utility, means that the system does
not offer the needed functions. Therefore, the
usability of the system became excessive in the
absence of utility. Finally, based on [8], usability
had three broad dimensions: effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction. The efficiency attribute
was about the ability of the software (in their case,
browsing) to meet the client’s requirements. That is,
Nielsen’s utility was one of [6] and [8] usability
criteria.

2.1 Nielsen’s Usability Model
Nielsen [5] identified five usability attributes.

These were: Efficiency (user achievement goals in
completeness and accuracy); Satisfaction (Comfort
and positivity towards the user interaction of the
system); Learnability (easy-to-learn and use
system); Memorability (easy to remember and easy
to use system); and Errors (low error rate, and easy
error recovery). Learnability should apply to first-
time users, and memory should apply to infrequent
users. .  A sketch of this model can be observed in
Figure 1.

Figure 1, “Nielsen’s Usability and Utility Models”

2.2 ISO 98 on Usability
The ISO98 [9]; [10] defined usability as the

“extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of
use”. The ISO98 further identified usability factors
that should be taken into account, these were: User
(interacting person); Goal (intended outcome); and
Context of use (matching between users, tasks, tool
used, and environment).Each one of these factors
bears an impact on the overall design of the product.
Specifically, it affects on user interaction with
system. In order to measure how much that the
system is usable (usability), the ISO mentioned
three usability attributes: Effectiveness (reflects
completeness and accuracy of goal achievement);

Efficiency (resources utilized to effectiveness); and
Satisfaction (comfort, and positive user interaction
system using).

Figure 2, “ISO98’s Usability Definition”

2.3 The Harrison’s PACMAD Usability Model
Harrison [11] argued that mobile devices

require specific usability models. They thus
developed the PACMAD. The aim of their model
was extending existing usability models, such as
Nielsen’s or the ISO, to the context of mobile
applications. For example, they argued that, during
the application development, additional
functionality services can be appended to a software
application in order to allow user more
accomplishment with the application. However,
when it comes to mobile devices, this additional
functionality increases the software complexity.
Thus, the user’s primary goal became difficult to
accomplish via the device. The PACMAD model
has seven components. For each, the authors offer
definitions, measures, and associations. The first
component amounts to Effectiveness [11]; [12]; is
user ability to achieve a task in a specified context.
normally, this attributes can be measured by
evaluating whether users can achieve a set of
specified tasks. The second component amounts to
Efficiency [11]; [12]. It is the user’s ability to
achieve their task in a manner of accuracy and
speed. Efficiency reflects the productivity of a user
while using the application. Its measures are
numerous, and include: the time spent from the stat
until the completion of the task; and the number of
keystrokes required for the completion of a given
task.

The third component is satisfaction [11]; [12]. It
is the user’s perceived level of comfort and
pleasantness regarding the software’s utilization. It
is reflected in the subjective quality of the users’
attitudes towards the use of the software. Its
measures include questionnaires, and varied
qualitative data collection techniques.
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The fourth component is Learnability [11]. It is the
level of easiness with which a user can get
proficiency with application using in a manner of
time. It indicates to time it takes a user to be familiar
with application effectively. Measuring it involves
assessing how long a user takes to reach a level of
proficiency, during the performance of a task the
user had never performed before. Their 2013 study
[11] observed that learning how to use a novel
mobile application took users an average of 5’ or
less.  Since there are numerous available
applications on mobile platforms, users may simply
select a different task when encountering difficulties
with their first application choice. This was the
reason that led the authors to introduce this
component on their model, as Nielsen had suggested
before them. The fifth is Memorability [12]. It is
about the users’ capability to keep how to
effectively use an application, without needing to
relearn how to use it after a long inactivity period. It
can be measured in a longitudinal study with two
repeated observations. For the first observation,
hereby Proficiency, the users’ proficiency at a series
of tasks is evaluated. The second observation,
hereby Re-use, should take place after a long pre-
specified period of inactivity. During Re-use, the
users’ performance for the tasks performed during
Proficiency is re-assessed.

This was an important component because
the software might not be used on a standard base.
Indeed, the authors observed that almost 50% of the
applications were used only once a month, and this
was classified as an infrequent use. This involved
long inactivity period that could affect the users’
recollection of how the application worked, of how
it was to be used. Therefore, they decided to include
Nielsen’s Memorability attribute in their model.
The sixth component is errors [11].This component
is about how error-free the software utilization is for
both the user and the developer; and about how
quickly and easily the software recovers from
eventual errors. It reflects how well the user can
complete the given task. Its evaluation should
involve the registry of the nature of the error, and its
occurrence frequency. That is, it can be measured
through an error rate assessment. This is an
important measure. For one, the rate may be used to
deduce the system simplicity. Low error rates imply
simpler systems. Secondly, the error registry allows
developers to address each error in future software
versions, with the objective of preventing their
occurrence and making the version simpler.  This
component was drawn from Nielsen’s [7] usability
model, and expanded to include the error-free users’
utilization experience.

The seventh component is cognitive load
[11]. It refers to the cognitive processing that user
need to use the application. It can be measured
through, e. g., the NASA’s Task Load Index (TLX);
assessment tool for measuring user cognitive
workload by the interaction of a system. This
became an important component due to the
observation that users of mobile devices often were
multitasking while using the application (e.g., [13];
[8]). This was against the common traditional
usability studies’ assumption that users were
performing a single task, and could exclusively
focus their attention and cognitive resources upon
the completion of that task.  Alternatively, a
powerful multi-factorial approach can be used [11].
This component highlights that it is essential to
consider the impact of the mobile device use upon
the performance of additional and simultaneously
performed tasks. For example, mobile device user
may wish to send instant message or while walking,
which may affect user’s walking speed which can be
reduced, as they concentrating on sending the
message or doing mistakes through writing message
body. In this example lower walking speed is a mild
negative impact. However, in certain cases, say,
driving, the mobile use impact upon parallel tasks
can be severely adverse. Hence, the authors argue
that the impact of the mobile use should be lowered,
so as bring the adverse mobile use impact upon the
users’ primary tasks to a minimum. The inclusion of
this component was considered as PACMAD’s
usability model main contribution for the study of
usability. Moreover, in mobile contexts, the
application’s utilization can be affected by the users’
capability to move, walk and operate the mobile
application. As [13] remarked, the users' mobility
and the users' application utilization must both be

taken into
account

while
studying

mobile
usability.
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Figure 3, “PACMAD usability model”

3. USABILITY MEASUREMENT MODEL

There are a different usability measurements
models; for instance, Quality in Use Integrated
Measurement (QUIM) QUIM Model developed by
[14] as consolidated model for usability
measurement. QUIM is constructed in hierarchal
organization relies on usability factors
decomposition  into factors level, the factors
decomposed into sets of criteria, those usability
criteria being decompose for the final level into
related metrics. QUIM model include 10 usability
factors, but QUIM is not optimal yet and need
validation. Metrics for Usability Standards in
Computing (MUSiC) developed by [15]; [16],
MUSiC identified metrics related to performance
measurement of software usability. However,
performance measure based on user of usability
evaluation cannot precisely indicate for usability
attributes, such as Learnability and satisfaction. The
Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI)
questionnaire method developed by [17], SUMI is a
questionnaire method for quality assessment of use
of software, and it is consider as assistant in
detection of usability issues before software
launching. Automated Interface Designer and
Evaluator (AIDE), developed by [18], AIDE is
usability tool developed in order to evaluate
websites based on a set of predefined HTML design
guidelines. The Diagnostic Recorder for Usability
Measurement (DRUM), developed by [16], DRUM
is software analyzer tool for user interaction data,
DRUM processor performs metrics calculation for
efficiency, effectiveness, help and search time, and
task time. Based on revised literature, usability
evaluation models still limited and restricted due to
designer and developer who are not interested in
area of human computer interaction and find
drawbacks in applying [18].

4. REVIEW OF GQM APPROACH

Goal Question Metric GQM developed by [19]
model is a hierarchy formation starting with a goal,
the goal refinement starting with demonstrate goal
into sets of questions before developing metrics for
each question. GQM paradigm consider as
mechanism for defining and interpreting software
measurement, it represent systematic approach for
integrating goals with software process and quality
perspective based upon the specific needs of the

project. GQM model requires specifying the goals
for itself and project, trace those goals to the data
that are intended to define these goals operationally,
and provides a framework for interpreting the data
to understand the goals. The flow from goals to the
metrics in the GQM model can be viewed as
directed graph from goal definition node to the
question node to the metrics node. Based on our
revised studies of published Journals there is no
publication on using PACMAD model with
usability measurement model such as GQM model
to develop usability metric for mobile application.
Thus, it is strongly needed to explore PACMAD
model as comprehensive model and apply GQM
measurements in order to develop usability metrics
since it is considered as evidenced to be useful in
identifying usability metrics and selecting most
important metrics

5. STUDY APPROACH

The approach of this study consists of three
phases in order to achieve the objectives mentioned
earlier. The first phase describes the method of
publication selection and previous studies related to
usability of mobile application. In the second phase,
usability metrics will be developing by referring to
metrics gained from literature. Third phase show
how GQM guides to develop usability metrics
matching those metrics yielded from literature.

5.1 Phase 1: Literature Review

This phase describes the method of
publication selection and previous studies related to
usability of mobile application. In total, 19
published works were identified and extracted
through the included databases in this review after
the removal of duplicates; we used the following
key word: “usability evaluation metrics”,
“PACMAD model”, “usability attributes”, “GQM”,
"mobile application usability”. The included studies
were screened based on the inclusion and exclusion
criteria based on the area of our work scope.

5.2 Phase 2: Usability attributes and Metrics

A variety of methods are used to develop
usability metrics for mobile application. Most of the
metrics were developed basically based on user
feedback of usability evaluation ([20]; [21]; [22];
[23]). Other researchers have developed usability
metrics according to publication reviewing of
usability evaluation frameworks, attributes and basic
dimensions that are crucial to mobile computing
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[24]; [25]; [26]. By using usability evaluation
methods such as cognitive walkthrough and
heuristic, [27] developed usability attributes using
heuristic evaluation methods to evaluate the
usability, both of methods have made potential to
identify usability issues faced by novice and
experienced users while focusing on specific user
tasks and design guidelines as well. Based on
context of use, different usability evaluation method
and usability frameworks used to evaluate variety of
usability attributes. Thus, mobile application context
and objective of the usability study determines
and/or help in selection of appropriates usability
attributes. Metrics diversity (e.g., task time, task
completion in term of speed, and click stream
number) have been used to evaluate different
usability attributes of specific mobile applications.
In this study we adopt usability attributes of
PACMAD model, and we collect related metrics
from published work which used different usability
evaluation methods as mentioned above. Table1
describes the most popular metrics based PACMAD
usability attributes in mobile applications.

5.3 Phase 3: GQM Usability Measurement Model

GQM approach is consider as success factor by
itself; for this reason it is adapted essentially to
many different size organizations, that  have
successfully apply such as  Philips, Siemens, and
NASA. In this phase, usability metrics for
PACMAD usability attributes will be identified
using GQM model approach [56]. GQM model is a
tree formation starts with identifying goals, the goal
refinement starting with demonstrate goal into many
questions as last phase before develop metrics for
each question [57]. In this paper, GQM adopting

aims to generate a complete set of usability metrics
that assist in improving usability attributes. The
Goals identified based on usability attributes of
PACMAD model, the questions is addressed
carefully based on literature mapping with usability
metrics, the questions is reviewed and some
usability measurement will be answered objectively,
but in case of satisfaction attributes questions it will
be answered subjectively using the IBM Computer
Usability Satisfaction Questionnaires (IBM-CUSQ)

[58], which represented namely in our GQM by
Satisfaction Subjective Measure (SM1 to SM19).
Table 2 below describes complete GQM model
evaluate usability of mobile application based on
related metrics identified by finding the
representative references obtained from literature.

5.4 Phase 4: Evaluation Experiment

To make sure that our model is valid, effective and
reliable we conducted two experiments to test the
usability metrics of applications in two different
mobile applications. We conduct the experiment to
test whether the metrics can be used to collect the
usability data. The experiment is divided into two
parts; first we collect the objective data through
observation, and then we collect subjective data via
a CUSQ as 5-points rating scale to assess the user
satisfaction from participants on both of mobile
applications.

Applications used in this study are two universities
portals (mobile version); Universiti Sains Islam
Malaysia (USIM) and OUM portal. Both of mobile
application installed on Samsung G2, android based.
Both of two experiments conducted on the same
volunteered participants (N=6), they given set of
tasks to be achieved. all participants were asked to
complete six tasks, and they were given specific
time to explore and learn the application before
continue to complete all the tasks.

A. Objective Measurement
Most of usability metrics can be collected but

some of them were difficult to collect, for example;
the metric “Number of touches”, “Time on page”.
Regarding cognitive load objective

Metrics such as “Reaction time”, we have
been conducting a regular phone call while the
participant achieving experiment tasks. We run
T-test for all usability metrics, as shown in table
3, where the Null hypothesis for all metrics:

H0 = there is no difference between USIM
and OUM portals experiments.

Table 3: Results for objective measurement

The data for objective measures were collected
during usability evaluation and we summarized the
data for each of the objective metrics based on
extended usability model. The t-test result for
Number of Trial (LM4) and Total duration time
(EM1); as represented in table 2; indicates for “no
significant difference” and fail to reject null
hypothesis. The other t-test results proof that there

N=6 Em
1

E
m2

L
M2

M
M2

E
M1

C
M6

C
M7

EF
M4

L
M4

CL
M1

ER
M2

USIM
Mean

25
7.8

23
9

26.
2

9.3 1.3 1.7 47.
5

0 11.
7

5 0.5

USIM
SD

12.
9

15. 2.1 2.3 0.8 0.8
2

32.
1

0 3.5
6

1.26 0.55

OUM
Mean

25
6.7

24
7.

30.
2

14 2.1 2.2 60.
8

0.2 14 9.3 0.7

OUM
SD

14 14. 3.5 7 0.6 0.8 18. 0.28 7 3.78 0.44

P-V
T-test

0.9 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.4
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are significant differences between two application
usability measures.

A. Subjective Measurement

Regarding for subjective metrics, we adopt
IBM-CUSQ questionnaire as rating of 5- point
scale. The subjective data will measure satisfaction
attribute as one of the PACMAD model and it will
acts as participant rating for the ease of use and
satisfaction about both of experiments application;
USIM and OUM.

Table 4: Results for subjective measurments
Subjective
Question

USIM
Mean

OUM
Mean

Q1 3.9 3.6

Q2 4.2 3.4

Q3 4.5 3.5

Q4 3.2 3.1

Q5 4.4 4.5

Q6 4.3 4.4

Q7 4.1 4.2

Q8 3.8 3.5

Q9 3.6 3.3

Q10 3.7 3.8

Q11 4.7 3.8

Q12 4.5 4.3

Q13 4.1 3.8

Q14 3.8 3.3

Q15 4.3 3.6

Q16 4.2 3.8

Q17 4.2 3.5

Q18 3.9 3.4

Q19 4.3 3.4

Overall Mean 4.089474 3.694737

A higher score indicates greater satisfaction
level for users. Table 4 presents the results of
subjective measures. The labels “SQ1 to SQ19” are
used to represent each subjective metric.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we have proposed an extended
PACMAD Metrics model. In addition to usability
attributes defined by Nielsen and ISO, PACMAD
model adopt the cognitive load for the first time as a
apart of usability model for mobile application. Set
of usability metrics addressed using GOM approach,
table 2 below describes complete GQM model

evaluate usability of mobile application based on
related twenty one metrics identified by finding the
representative references obtained from literature.
Finally two evaluation instrument task list and user
satisfaction questionnaire are developed to collect
objective and subjective data for complete usability
evaluation. Based on the experiment conducted in
this study we gained the most significant usability
metrics. Also, figure 4 show PACMAD-GQM
representation. The anticipated result is hoped to be
a set of usability evaluation metrics to assist mobile
application developer in designing more usable
mobile application.

7. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have reviewed the current practice
of usability measurement and find out with basic
usability dimensions represented in PACMAD
model in order help mobile application developer in
different stages of development process to evaluate
the application increasingly. From reviewing the
literature we obtained the usability metrics from
previous studies and researches, in the mean time,
we found out cognitive load metrics to be measured
objectively. PACMAD usability attributes is
considered as our goals as a part of GQM model,
then we have created literature based set of
questions and metrics to evaluate mobile application
usability. The GQM model applied in this study
shown how GQM could be used to develop usability
metric. Current studies argued that usability
measurement is bit difficult in current work;
however, extended PACMAD model is supportive
as additional. Conducted experiments on mobile
application validate our current work.
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Table 1: Measurement of usability attribute in mobile application
Usability
attribute

Usability metrics Representative references

Efficiency -Time to complete task
-Time duration to finish set of tasks.
-Time on each page

[28]; [29]; [30]; [31]; [32] ;[55]; [38]; [36]; [37]; [34];
[39]; [35]; [40].

Effectiveness - Number of Achieved task successfully in time and
click stream limit.
-Number of errors occurred during task.
-Number of steps (Number of tasks solved in a time
limit).

[28];[29];[33];[34]; [31]; [32];[37];[41];[42]; [35].

Learnability -Time to finish tasks at the first use
-Time duration user training until reaching a level of
satisfaction.
- Number of tries to solve task.
-Learning status of several uses (e.g., speed, errors).

[28]; [55]; [43]; [37]; [44].

Memorability - Number of click to finish task
- Time to finish task
- Number of pages, and steps used to finish tasks.
(after predefined time of none using)

[29]; [44]; [40]; [37].

Errors -Number of errors occurred (e.g., undesired steps,
deviating button clicks, wrong answers, percentage of
completed task correctly)

[28]; [29]; [31] ; [32]; [45] ; [34]; ;[55]; [38]; [44];
[39];[40].

Satisfaction -Subjective rating of users acceptance toward
applications after using application (e.g., levels of
agree - disagree, confidence, like - dislike, etc.)

[29]; [33]; [31]; [32]; [45]; [34];[54]; [38]; [50]; [39];
[7]; [41]; [37].

Cognitive Load -Task completion time, task Complexity.
-Performance measure (number of errors, level of
accuracy, task completion time, and real completion
time to an ideal completion time.
-Reaction times (time interval between a task request
and the subject's response), delay in response which
leads decrease of correct responses rate.
- Request for help or number of times the help of app is
accessed between start and end task.
-Time on Help duration time the user spent in help of
app if occurred.

[46]; [59];[48] ;[47]; [51]; [49]; [52];[53];[50].

Table 2: GQM for Extended PACMAD usability model.
Goal Questions Q Code Metrics M Code
Efficiency How much time taken to complete given

task?
How long taken on each page included in
task?

EQ1
EQ2

 Task completion time.
 Duration used to finish

given set of tasks.
 Duration spent on each

mobile application page.

EM1
EM2
EM3

Effectiveness How many click (touch) to solve task?
How many errors occurred during task?
How many steps to finish given task?
How many task solved in predefined time?

EQ3
EQ4
EQ5
EQ6

 Number of clicks to solve
task.

 Number of errors occurred
during task.

 Number of steps to finish
given task.

 Number of tasks solved in a
time limit.

EFM1
EFM2
EFM3
EFM4

Learnability Is the application easy to learn?
How much time taken the user to learn?

EQ7
EQ8

 Time used to accomplish
tasks at the first use of
application.

 Time spent on training users
until reaching a level of
satisfaction,

 Number of trials to solve
task.

 Learning status of several
uses (e.g., speed, errors).

LM1
LM2
LM3
LM4

Memorability How easy is to re-use the application without
help?
How many task achieved at first use?

EQ9

EQ10

 Time to finish task.
 Number of pages, and steps

used to finish tasks.

MM1
MM2
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Errors Is the application help user to recover from
error?
Is the error messages clearly inform user how
to recover?
Is the user response easily and quickly to
recover errors?

EQ11

EQ12

EQ13

 Number of errors occurred
during task.

 Number of undesired button
user was clicked e.g. back
button.

ERM1
ERM2

Satisfaction How the users feel when using the
application?
Are the users satisfied with the application?

EQ14
EQ15

 -Subjective rating of users
acceptance toward
applications after using
application ( e.g., levels of
agree - disagree, confidence,
like - dislike, etc.)

SM1-
SM19

Cognitive Load How much time taken by user to respond?
Is the user achieved all given task within
time?
Is the user workload affected by error during
task?
Is the user mental effort increased during
task?
Is the user performance was stable during
tasks?

EQ16
EQ17
EQ18

EQ19
EQ20

 Reaction time or delay in
time response.

 Number of task completed.
 Number of click stream to

finish task.
 Task completion time.
 Number of errors.
 Request for help.
 Time on Help duration time

the user spent in help of app
if occurred.

CLM1
CLM2
CLM3
CLM4
CLM5
CLM6
CLM7

Figure 4: Representation of GQM for extended PACMAD model


